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“

“

I can never say enough about the products 
developed by Big & J. On October 24th, 2019, 
I harvested my largest scoring whitetail 
of my hunting career, green scoring at 201 
inches. I used BB2™ and this deer came in 
within a couple of days of first application. 
It’s the buck of my lifetime and I owe so 
much of it to the powerful aroma of BB2™!

Without question, one of the keys to my success 
as a bowhunter has been including quality 
products in my hunting arsenal. Some of the most 
important items I include are Big & J products. To 
be successful as a hunter, one needs to surround 
oneself with quality products THAT WORK. That 
is why you will find Big & J in my list of items 
when I head into the whitetail woods. With over 
45 years of bowhunting experience, I have tried 
a wide variety of products to aid me in being a 
more accomplished hunter. Big & J products are 
one of these that I do not leave home without. 
Nor should you.

- ANDY STANPHILL

- TOM NELSON
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LINEUP

LINEUP

HUNTERS, LAND MANAGERS AND ANYONE WHO RUN CAMERAS PRESEASON MINERALS SUPPLEMENTS FOR GROWING BIG DEERPRODUCTS DESIGNED TO ATTRACT DEER TO YOUR STAND

HUNTERS WHO FEED CORN/PELLETS MINERALS SUPPLEMENTS FOR GROWING BIG DEERATTRACTANTS SPECIFICALLY FOR HOG HUNTERS  NEW LINE OF AEROSOL ATTRACTANTS

BB2™ GRANULAR
The original long-range  
attractant.  pg. 7

CUBE™
Lasts longer in the field; 
higher protein, lower salt. 
 pg. 7

LEGIT®

One of the few true minerals  (not just 
glorified salt), that also attracts.  
pg. 11 

DEADLY DUST™
The sweet corn  
super attractant.  pg. 9

TO-DIE-FOR™
Give deer what their  
bodies need and crave.  
pg. 9

BB2 LIQUID™
Give deer what their  
bodies need and crave.  
pg. 8

POUR-IT-ON™
The corn/feed super
supplement fortified with 
protein boosters and trace 
minerals.  pg. 8

DEER DIG IT™
Deer need minerals to
thrive - even survive. 
The trace minerals 
in DIG IT™ are 
bioavailable, so deer 
absorb them.  pg. 10

BLEND IN™
Summer through 
fall, Blend In™ to 
it all! 
pg. 4

LIQUID 
LUCK™
You can’t beat 
Liquid Luck® 
to attract a 
big buck.
pg. 5

CALM 
DOWN™
Put deer at ease 
with a scent 
that calms! 
pg. 4

SHE’S IN™
Attract a buck 
with his need 
to breed!
pg. 4

DEADLY 
DUST™
The irresistible 
aroma of sweet 
corn in spray 
form. pg. 5

HEADRUSH™
The trace minerals 
in HEADRUSH™ are 
bioavailable which means 
deer can absorb them!  
pg. 10

HOGS-HAMMER-IT™
Allows you to use far less corn; 
continue to use when the corn 
is gone.  pg. 11

PIGS-DIG-IT™
Allows you to use far less 
corn; continue to use 
when the corn is gone.  
pg. 11

 THE PRODUCT LINEUP 
THAT LEADS THE 

ATTRACTANT CATEGORY

NEW NEW NEW
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You can’t beat Liquid Luck to attract a big buck!

AEROSOL 
SPRAYS

The irresistible aroma of sweet corn in spray form!

Big & J Attractant Sprays let you spray proven, long range aromas into the 
air or onto foliage around your stand to attract deer from far and wide!

•  Provides a concentrated spray of long range attractant aroma
•  Can be utilized in states where baiting is not allowed during the 
     hunting season
•  Plenty of spray in each can and can be used multiple times.
•  Use as a cover spray or an attractant

SHE’S IN™
Item #: BB2-DOE-AERO

All new from Big & J, She’s In™, a new 
synthetic estrus with an aroma more 
powerful than any natural doe in heat urine.
She’s In maintains its effectiveness 
well beyond common deer urine as it’s 
reactivated by rain and moisture allowing  
you to better “train” deer to your area. It’s 
efficient, effective  and what you’ve come 
to expect from Big & J’s powerful lineup of 
attractants. Synthetically blended for the 
peak of the  season! Attract a buck with his 
need to breed!

•  DISEASE FREE!
•  Synthetically blended for the peak 
     of the season!
•  Longer lasting than 
     traditional urine
•  Reactivates in rain

CALM DOWN™
Item #: BB2-CALM-AERO

Introducing Calm Down™, a new formula that puts 

deer at ease from Big & J. Calm Down™ is synthetically 
blended to mimic that of a natural deer. It maintains its 
effectiveness far beyond just the hunt as it continually 
reactivates from rain and moisture.
Because it’s synthetic, it never spoils and is 100% safe, 
guaranteed to never transmit disease often associated 
with natural deer scents. Put deer at ease with a scent 
that calms!

•  Disease Free!
•  Synthetically blended to mimic 
     a natural deer
•  Longer lasting than 
     traditional scents
•  Reactivates in the rain

BLEND IN™
Item #: BB2-BLN-AERO

•  A scent deer already know!
•  Made from a proprietary blend of cedar oil.

Introducing Blend In™. It is an all natural, refined cedar oil that is 
guaranteed to replicate the aroma of deer and other wild game. 
Summer through fall, Blend In to it all!

LIQUID LUCK®

ATTRACTANT SPRAY
Item #: BB2-LL-AERO

DEADLY DUST®

ATTRACTANT SPRAY
Item #: BB2-DD-AERO

NEW

NEW NEW

Big & J Attractant Sprays let you spray proven, long range aromas into the 
air or onto foliage around your stand to attract deer from far and wide!

•  Provides a concentrated spray of long range attractant aroma
•  Can be utilized in states where baiting is not allowed during the 
     hunting season
•  Plenty of spray in each can and can be used multiple times.
•  Use as a cover spray or an attractant
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B       2™

Item #: BB2-40 = BB2 40LB BAG
                 BB2-20 = BB2 20LB BAG
                 BB2-6-CS = BB2 6LB BAG 

THE CUBE™ 

Item #: BB2-CUBE

BONE COLLECTOR  |   BB2™ GRANULAR, THE CUBE™

The revolutionary long-range attractant that brings 
the big bucks out and keeps deer on your property!

If you want to shoot a big buck, you 
need to get it onto your property. In 
this era of food plots and property 
management, deer will choose to 
go to the setup that’s best. BB2™ is 
your secret weapon. Its powerful 
aroma, the result of a proprietary 
refining process, draws deer from 
farther away. But BB2™ is not just 
an attractant. In fact, it has a TDN 
(total digestible nutrition) level 
higher than virtually all premium 
feeds. And a high level of protein. 

Big & J long-range attractants feature a 
powerful aroma that attracts more deer from 
farther away and keeps them coming back.

It all started with BB2™ and a proprietary 
refining process that produced a powerful and 
intense Get Noticed aroma that draws deer 
from far and wide. Soon, hunters realized that 

This brings the big bucks out 
and keeps deer coming back all 
season long. During preseason, 
use BB2™ to establish travel 
patterns and acclimate deer to 
your property. By middle to late 
summer, use BB2™ to attract 
deer to your camera sites to 
inventory your bucks. In season, 
use it to bring the big bucks out 
during shooting hours and to 
keep all deer on your property.

The Cube lasts longer in the field. The 
highest protein and lowest salt content of 
any consumption block available today!

The Cube, essentially a compressed form of BB2™, 
offers more protein and contains less salt than any other 
consumption block. It’s designed to last longer in the field 
and is perfectly suited for:

1.  Hard-to-reach spots – If your stand is too remote 

to regularly replenish with BB2™, The Cube™ is the 
perfect answer. Like BB2™,  it will attract deer from 
far and wide while providing the nutrients and protein 
that deer desire.

2.  Hunting mature bucks – Minimizing activity is crucial 
when hunting mature whitetail bucks. Because The 

Cube™ lasts longer, it will help you limit the amount of 
movement in the area, yet makes sure that bucks have a 
reason to keep coming back.

3.  Long-distance hunting – Some of us don’t live where 

we hunt, so we can’t check our BB2™ sites. The Cube™ 

is perfect for this situation, because it ensures your 
deer always have a reason to return.

WHY DOES THE 
#1 BRAND IN 

TELEVISION 
CHOOSE THE 
#1 BRAND IN 

ATTRACTANTS?

BB2™ also brought the big bucks out of hiding 
with a TDN (total digestible nutrition) level 
higher than most premium feeds, keeping them 
coming back for more. Big & J now offers a 
complete line of attractants and minerals, all of 
which feature this now-famous super-strong 
aroma that attracts deer from afar. “

“

B

I put two Cubes in my 
secret spot and don’t 
go back until I’m ready 
to hunt.

MICHAEL WADDELL
BONE COLLECTOR

ATTRACTION 
BLOCK

I’ve had the opportunity to try 
about everything out there when 
it comes to attractants. There is 
just something about Big & J that  
attracts bucks. Other brands make 
their claim, Big & J back theirs.  

GRANULAR
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POUR-IT-ON™
Item #: BB2-PIO20

TO-DIE-FOR®
Item #: BB2-TDF5CS = TO-DIE-FOR 5LB
                 BB2-TDF20 = TO-DIE-FOR 20LB

DEADLY DUST®

POUR-IT-ON™, BB2™ LIQUID  |   TO-DIE-FOR®, DEADLY DUST®

A long range attractant that gives deer both what they want 
and what they need.

To-Die-For® provides the amazing attraction power of real sweet corn, something all deer 
love thanks to its high sugar content. Made from a special hybrid sweet corn that’s over 5 
times sweeter than field corn, To-Die-For® gives deer what they want!

But that’s only the half of it. To-Die-For® also features BB2™ which has a TDN (total 
digestible nutrition) value that’s higher even than most premium feeds. In other words, it 
gives deer what their bodies need and crave.

Combine the want with the need and, with To-Die-For®, you get a whole attractant with 
attraction power that is second to none! And, like every Big & J’s long range attractant, 
the aroma is super strong!

Turn ordinary corn into a supercharged attractant. 

On the surface, Pour-It-On™ is the same as BB2™, but that is where the 
similarities end. This product is perhaps the biggest game changer when 
talking about science in the bag and complete nutrition on a cellular level. 
The nutrient profile when looking at protein and fat may be similar to regular 
BB2™ but the devil is in the details. Enhanced with the first and second 
limiting amino acids (building blocks of protein) in protected form. Protected 
amino acids are scientifically proven to make it through to the absorption 
sites, for maximum biological potential. In addition, Pour-It-On™ is fortified 
with organic sources of Zinc, Copper, Magnesium, and Manganese which have 
greater bioavailability than standard sources. 

Supercharge the feed site with the attractant 
power of BB2™. 

Supercharge the feed site with the attractant power of BB2™ liquid. 
Pour it on the ground or blend in with other feeds to give the area the 
attracting aroma and taste that Big & J is known for. Unlike other liquid 
attractants that are flavored sugar water, BB2™ liquid offers some 
nutritional value with a protein content of 8% and fat content of 2%. 
In addition, BB2™ liquid provides salt that deer love and calcium and 
phosphorus they need to promote bone growth. 

Item #: BB2-DD5CS = Deadly Dust 5LB
                 BB2-DD15 = Deadly Dust 15LB

Deadly Dust® is the only attractant guaranteed 
to attract any deer, anywhere! It’s universally 
appealing, no matter where you hunt!

If you’ve used attractants, you know that not all attractants work 
all places or at all times. Except one. Deadly Dust®! That’s because 
Deadly Dust® is made of real sweet corn powder, and deer universally 
love sweet corn’s natural sugars. We use the sweetest sweet corn 
hybrid available, and deer can smell it from afar, too. Deadly Dust® 
is better than corn, bait, lures and other attractants. It’s the only 
attractant that works on any deer, anywhere. Guaranteed!

B       2™

Item #: BB2-LL1G

BLIQUID
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HEADRUSH™
Item #: BB2-BKM20

LEGIT®
Item #: BB2-LG5CS = LEGIT MINERAL MIX 5LB
                 BB2-LG15 = LEGIT MINERAL MIX 15LB

HEADRUSH™, DEER-DIG-IT™  |   HOGS-HAMMER-IT™, PIGS-DIG-IT™, LEGIT®

Strong aroma attracts pigs from farther away.

Pigs-Dig-It™ was designed to pour onto the ground as a pour-
it-out and hunt-over-it attractant. You can do this because it’s a 
long-range attractant and the discovery time is shorter. Be sure to 
pour Pigs-Dig-It™ onto the ground where it will get maximum air 
circulation, so the strong aroma has an opportunity to do its thing.

Legit® is a true mineral, not just 
a glorified salt, and its powerful 
aroma will attract deer from 
far and wide!

There are many mineral products, but most 
are glorified salt. Of the few “true” minerals, 
only one is also a long-range attractant - Legit® 
from Big & J. The intense apple aroma and 
flavor will draw deer from far and wide. The 
high calcium/phosphorus content promotes 
antler growth and meet the deficiency in the 
natural habitat. Legit®  includes trace minerals 
that are essential to reproductive function and 
healthy bone growth/antler growth.

The trace minerals in HEADRUSH™ are bioavailable 
which means deer can absorb them! 

Long-range BB2™ aroma. To ensure more deer will find and consume 
HEADRUSH™, we’ve given it the powerful, long-range aroma of BB2™ and 
added salt, both of which deer love.

Bioavailable trace minerals. HEADRUSH™ contains several key trace minerals, 
including zinc, copper, manganese  (which antlered animals really need) and 
cobalt. The difference is, with HEADRUSH™, these minerals are bioavailable, 
meaning they are readily absorbed by the animal as opposed to excreted. 

Calcium aids antler growth. We’ve also added calcium, a key to bone/antler 
growth, which is not readily available in the natural environment.  

Deer crave DIG IT™ so they’ll dig for DIG IT™! 

Both contain trace minerals that are bioavailable. Virtually all other 
mineral products add trace minerals deer cannot absorb. Since the 
trace minerals in DIG IT™ are bioavailable, deer can absorb them. 

WATER/RAIN CHEMICAL REACTION 
GENERATES VAPORS WHICH 

ATTRACT DEER FROM A DISTANCE!

DEER DIG IT™
Item #: BB2-DDI-LQ = DEER-DIG-IT LIQUID
                 BB2-DDI-PD = DEER-DIG-IT POWDER

HOGS-HAMMER-IT™

PIGS-DIG-IT™
Item #:  BB2-HH1G = HOGS-HAMMER-IT-LIQUID JUG
                    BB2-PD5CS = PIGS-DIG-IT GRANULAR
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